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A NEW SUBCONVEX BOUND FOR GLp3q L-FUNCTIONS IN THE t-ASPECT
KESHAV AGGARWAL
Abstract. We revisit Munshi’s proof of the t-aspect subconvex bound for GLp3q L-functions, and we
are able to remove the ‘conductor lowering’ trick. This simplification along with a more careful stationary
phase analysis allows us to improve Munshi’s bound to,
Lp1{2` it, piq !π,ǫ p1 ` |t|q
3{4´3{40`ǫ .
1. Introduction and statement of result
Let π be a Hecke cusp form of type pν1, ν2q for SLp3,Zq. Let the normalized Fourier coefficients be
given by λpm1,m2q (so that λp1, 1q “ 1). The L-series associated with π is given by
Lps, πq “
ÿ
ně1
λp1, nqn´s, for Repsq ą 1.
In this paper, we follow Munshi [13] but remove the ‘conductor lowering’ trick. This simplification
makes the stationary phase analysis cleaner, which improves certain estimates and allows us to improve
the subconvex bound exponent. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let π be a Hecke-Maass cusp form for SLp3,Zq. Then for any ǫ ą 0
L p1{2` it, πq !π,ǫ t3{4´3{40`ǫ.
We should mention that one can modify our approach in [1] for a t-aspect subconvex bound for GLp2q
L-functions to remove the ‘conductor lowering’ trick. Indeed, it suffices to replace the delta method used
in [1] by an averaged version of the following uniform partition of the circle to detect n “ 0
δpn “ 0q “ 1
q
ÿ
a mod q
e
ˆ
an
q
˙ż 1
0
e
ˆ
nx
q
˙
dx, for q P N.
By choosing q to be of size approximately t1{3, one can get the Weyl bound for GLp2q L-functions in
t-aspect. This circle method seems insufficient to obtain a GLp3q t-aspect subconvex bound, so we use
Kloosterman’s version of the circle method (Lemma 1.2).
A t-aspect bound for self-dual GLp3q L-functions was first established by Li [8], and improved upon
by McKee, Sun and Ye [10], Sun and Ye [19] and Nunes [17]. A t-aspect bound for a general SLp3,Zq
L-function was proved by Munshi by a completely different approach. We revisit Munshi’s proof and
improve upon his result. Although the bound obtained here is weaker than that in [10, 17, 19], it holds
for any Hecke-Maass cusp form for SLp3,Zq, and not just the self-dual forms. We note that we get
the same exponent as Sun and Zhao [20], whose work is on bounding twists of GLp3q L-functions in
depth aspect. They use Kloosterman’s version of circle method, along with a ‘conductor lowering’ trick
appropriate for the depth aspect. On the other hand, our result in t-aspect doesn’t need a ‘conductor
lowering’ trick. Other works that deal with the subconvex bound problem for degree three L-functions
include [2, 5, 9, 12–16,19].
We start with applying the approximate functional equation (Lemma 3.1)
Lp1{2` it, πq ! sup
1ďN!t3{2`ǫ
SpNq
N1{2
,
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where
SpNq “
8ÿ
n“1
λp1, nqn´itV
´ n
N
¯
. (1)
V is a smooth function with bounded derivatives and supported in r1, 2s, that is allowed to depend on
t. An application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to SpNq followed by the Ramanujan bound on
average (Lemma 3.4) gives the trivial bound SpNq ! N1`ǫ. Therefore it suffices to beat the trivial bound
OpN1`ǫq of SpNq for N in the range t3{2´δ ă N ă t3{2`ǫ and some δ ą 0.
The next step is to separate the oscillations by writing
SpNq “
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
r“1
λp1, nqr´itU
ˆ
n
N
˙
V
ˆ
r
N
˙
δpn´ r “ 0q,
where U is a smooth function compactly supported on r1{2, 5{2s and Upxq “ 1 for x P r1, 2s. We note
that UpxqV pxq “ V pxq. The separation of oscillations is done by using Kloosterman’s version of the circle
method.
Lemma 1.2 (Kloosterman circle method). Let Q ě 1 and n P Z. Then
δpn “ 0q “ 2Re
ż 1
0
ÿ ÿ‹
1ďqďQăaďq`Q
1
aq
e
ˆ
na
q
´ nx
aq
˙
dx,
where epxq “ e2πix and ‹ on the summation denotes the coprimality condition pa, qq “ 1.
Proof. See [7, Section 20.3]. 
The next steps are to apply dual summation formulas to the n and the r sums, followed by stationary
phase analysis of the oscillatory integrals, and a final application of Cauchy-Schwarz and Poisson summa-
tion to the n-sum. We give detailed heuristics of these calculations in Section 2. We prove the following
main proposition.
Proposition 1.3. Let SpNq be given by equation (1) and t1`ǫ ă N ! t3{2`ǫ. Let Q be a parameter
satisfying N1`ǫ{t ă Q ă N1{2. For any ε ą 0, we have
SpNq !ε N
3{2tε
Q3{2
`QN1{4t1{2`ε if t1`ǫ ! N ! t3{2`ǫ.
By choosing Q “ N1{2{t1{5, we obtain the bound of SpNq !ε N3{4t3{10`ε. Comparing this with the
trivial bound of SpNq ! N1`ε, the optimal range of N where the above proposition gives a better than
the trivial estimate is t6{5 ă N ă t3{2`ǫ. For N ! t6{5, we use the trivial bound SpNq ! N1`ε. Taking
the supremum of SpNq
N1{2
over the range N ! t3{2`ǫ, the proposition implies Theorem 1.1.
Notations. In the rest of the paper, we use the notation epxq “ e2πix. Let a and b be two positive real
numbers. We denote a „ b to mean k1 ă a{b ă k2 for some absolute constants k1, k2 ą 0. We use ǫ
to denote an arbitrarily small positive constant that can change depending on the context. We denote
a — b to mean t´ǫb !ǫ a !ǫ tǫb asymptotically as |t| Ñ 8. We must add that for brevity of notation, we
assume t ą 0. Indeed, the same analysis holds for t ă 0 by replacing t with ´t appropriately.
2. Outline of the Proof
In this section, we give detailed heuristics of the proof. We use Kloosterman’s version of the circle
method to separate the n and the r variables in SpNq. Roughly
SpNq —
ż 1
0
ÿ ÿ‹
1ďqďQăaďQ
1
aq
ÿ
r—N
r´itepra{qqep´rx{aqq
ÿ
n—N
Apnqep´na{qqep´nx{aqqdx, (2)
where Apnq “ λp1, nq. Trivial bound gives SpNq ! N2. So we need to save N and a bit more. We start
by applying dual summation formulas to the r-sum and the n-sum.
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2.0.1. Poisson to the r-sum. The conductor of the r-sum is qpt`N{aqq. If Q !aN{t, then t ă N{aq,
so that qpt`N{aqq — N{a. The dual length after Poisson summation is then 1{Q ! 1. If Q has size, that
is if Q ą tǫ, only r “ 0 contributes. In this case the congruence condition δpa ” ´r mod qq implies q “ 1
and a “ tQ` 1u. That is, both the q and a sums vanish, and all the contributions of additive twists due
to the circle method become trivial. We are therefore not able to improve upon the convexity bound.
We choose Q so that qpt ` N{aqq — qt for some q ď Q. Let U be a smooth bump function controlling
r „ N . Poisson summation transforms the r-sum asÿ
rě1
epra{qqr´itep´rx{aqqUpr{Nq ÐÑ N1´it
ÿ
|r|!qt{N
δpa ” ´r mod qqU :
ˆ
Npra´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
. (3)
Thus a is determined mod q and a „ Q. U :pv, wq is a highly oscillatory integral that is negligible unless
|v| — |w|. We also observe that only r “ 0 exists if Q ă N{t1´ǫ. So we choose Q ą N{t1´ǫ.
2.0.2. Voronoi to the n-sum. The conductor of the n-sum is q3pN{aqq3, so the new length after Voronoi
formula is N2{Q3. Let V be a smooth bump function controlling n „ N . Voronoi summation transforms
the n-sum as
ÿ
ně1
Apnqepnr{qqepnx{aqqV pn{Nq ÐÑ N1{2
ÿ
n!N
2
Q3
A‹pnq?
n
Spr, n; qq?
q
ż N{qQ
´N{qQ
ˆ
nN
q3
˙´iτ
γp´1{2` iτq
ˆ V :pNx{aq, 1{2` iτqdτ.
(4)
where we have assumed Q2 ă N and A‹pnq “ λpn, 1q. Combining (3) and (4), (2) transforms into
SpNq — N3{2
ÿ
n!N
2
Q3
A‹pnq?
n
ÿ
1ďqďQ
1
aq
ÿ
|r|! qt
N
Spr, n; qq?
q
Ipn, r, qq, (5)
where Ipn, r, qq is a highly oscillatory double integral over x, τ .
2.0.3. Analysis of the integrals. A major part of the paper is performing a robust stationary phase analysis
of Ipn, r, qq. We expect a square root saving of ‘the size of the oscillation’. U : in (3) has oscillation of
size t. Thus
U :
ˆ
Npra´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
— 1?
t
ˆ
Npra´ xq
aqt
˙it
ˆ smooth fn. (6)
Similarly, V : in (4) has oscillation of size τ — Nx{Qq. Thus
V :pNx{aq, 1{2` iτq — 1?
τ
ˆ
Nx
aqτ
˙iτ
ˆ smooth fn. (7)
From (6) and (7), the x-integral in Ipn, r, qq is thereforeż 1
0
pra ´ xqitxiτ ˆ smooth fn — 1a
N{Qq ˆ τ -oscillations,
where the above asymptotic comes from the observation that the x-oscillation is of size τ , which is at
most N{Qq. The biggest contribution comes from the range τ — N{Qq. Therefore (5) is
SpNq — N
1{2
t1{2
ÿ
n!N
2
Q3
A‹pnq?
n
ÿ
1ďqďQ
ÿ
|r|! qt
N
Spr, n; qq?
q
ż
|τ |—N{qQ
gpq, r, τqn´iτdτ, (8)
where gpq, r, τq “ Op1q and has τ -oscillations. Recalling the restriction Q2 ă N , the above gives the
bound SpNq ! N3{2t1{2
Q3{2
— N3{4t1{2. Since N ! t3{2, this gives us the bound of Lp1{2 ` it, πq ! t7{8`ǫ.
We therefore need to save t1{8 and a bit more.
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2.0.4. Cauchy-Schwarz and Poisson to the n-sum. The biggest contribution in (8) comes from the largest
n, that is n — N2{Q3. Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with the n-sum outside, followed by the
Ramanujan bound on average (Lemma 3.4)
SpNq ! N
1{2
t1{2
ˆ ÿ
n—N
2
Q3
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
1ďqďQ
ÿ
|r|! qt
N
Spr, n; qq?
q
ż N{qQ
´N{qQ
gpq, r, τqn´iτdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2˙1{2
.
Opening the absolute value squared, the n-sum inside the square root is
ÿ
n—N
2
Q3
Spr1, n; q1q?
q1
Spr2, n; q2q?
q2
n´ipτ2´τ1qU
ˆ
n
N2{Q3
˙
.
Application of Poisson summation to the n-sum gives the new length, q
2pN{qQq
N2{Q3 — Q2q{N , where q1, q2 „ q.
The above sum transforms into
N2
Q3
ÿ
|n|!Q
2q
N
1
q1q2
CU :
ˆ
N2n
q1q2Q3
, 1´ ipτ1 ´ τ2q
˙
, (9)
where C is a character sum. When n “ 0, C vanishes unless q1 “ q2 and r1 “ r2, in which case C ! q1q2.
Moreover, U : is negligible unless τ1 — τ2. In that case, U :p0, ‹q ! 1. Therefore the contribution of n “ 0
towards SpNq is
S5pNq ! N
1{2
t1{2
ˆ ÿ
1ďqďQ
ÿ
|r|!qt{N
|C|
q2
N2
Q3
ż N{Qq
´N{Qq
|gpq, r, τq|2dτ
˙1{2
! N
3{2
Q3{2
. (10)
When n ‰ 0, C ! ?q1q2, and the U : as given in (9) is asymptotic to
U :
ˆ
N2n
q1q2Q3
, 1´ ipτ1 ´ τ2q
˙
—
ˆ
q1q2Q
3
N2n
˙1{2
hpτ1, τ2q,
where hpτ1, τ2q is an oscillatory function of size 1. We again expect square root cancellation in the
τ1, τ2-integral. That is ż ż
|τi|—N{Qqi
gpq1, r1, τ1qgpq2, r2, τ2qhpτ1, τ2qdτ1 dτ2 ! N
Q
?
q1q2
.
Therefore the contribution of the n ‰ 0 terms towards SpNq is
S7pNq ! N
1{2
t1{2
ˆ ÿÿ
1ďq1,q2ďQ
ÿÿ
|ri|!qit{N
|C|
q1q2
N2
Q3
N
Qq
ÿ
0‰|n|!Q2q{N
Q3{2
?
q1q2
n1{2
˙1{2
! QN1{4t1{2.
Matching up the contributions of S5pNq and S7pNq, the optimal choice of Q is Q “ N1{2{t1{5. In this case,
we get SpNq ! N3{4t3{10`ǫ. Since N ! t3{2`ǫ, we get the bound Lp1{2` it, πq !π,ǫ p1` |t|q3{4´3{40`ǫ.
We compare this with Munshi’s heuristics. Munshi chooses Q “aN{K with t1{4 ă K ă t1{2 for some
parameter K. Since we choose Q “ N1{2{t1{5, our choice of Q satisfies Munshi’s restriction. We should
also mention that our improvement comes in the step of stationary phase analysis of Ipn, r, qq, which
allows us to improve the bound for S5pNq as given in (10). This is mentioned in Remark 8.1. Indeed,
our bound for S7pNq matches that of Munshi.
Moreover, we observe that one needs Q to be bigger than N{t after Poisson summation, and smaller
than N1{2 after Voronoi summation for this approach to work. In the GLpnq t-aspect problem, say we
choose Q “ N1{2{tαn for some αn ą 0. The restriction N{t ă Q ă N1{2{tαn implies our analysis is valid
in the range N ă t2´2αn . Since N ! tn{2 we are forced to choose αn ď 0 for n ě 4. Therefore this
approach doesn’t give a subconvex bound result for n ě 4.
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3. Preliminaries on automorphic forms
Let π be a Maass form of type pν1, ν2q for SLp3,Zq, which is an eigenfunction for all the Hecke
operators. Let the Fourier coefficients be λpn1, n2q, normalized so that λp1, 1q “ 1. The Langlands
parameter pα1, α2, α3q associated with π are α1 “ ´ν1´ 2ν2` 1, α2 “ ´ν1` ν2, α3 “ 2ν1` ν2´ 1. The
dual cusp form π˜ has Langlands parameters p´α3,´α2,´α1q. Lps, πq satisfies a functional equation
γps, πqLps, πq “ γps, π˜qLp1´ s, π˜q,
where γps, πq and γps, π˜q are the associated gamma factors. We refer the reader to Goldfeld’s book on
automorphic forms for GLpnq [4] for the theory of automorphic forms on higher rank groups.
3.1. Approximate functional equation and Voronoi summation formula. We are interested in
bounding Lps, πq on the critical line, Repsq “ 1{2. For that, we approximate Lp1{2` it, πq by a smoothed
sum of length t3{2`ǫ. This is known as the approximate functional equation and is proved by applying
Mellin transformation to f followed by using the above functional equation.
Lemma 3.1 ( [7, Theorem 5.3]). Let Gpuq be an even, holomorphic function bounded in the strip ´4 ď
Repuq ď 4 and normalized by Gp0q “ 1. Then for s in the strip 0 ď σ ď 1
Lps, πq “
ÿ
ně1
λp1, nqn´sVspnq ` γps, π˜q
γps, πq
ÿ
ně1
λp1, nqn´p1´sqV1´spnq ´R,
where R ! 1,
Vspyq “ 1
2πi
ż
p3q
y´uGpuqγps` u, π˜q
γps, πq
du
u
,
and γps, πq is a product of certain Γ-functions appearing in the functional equation of Lps, fq.
Remark 3.2. On the critical line, Stirling’s approximation to γps, πq followed by integration by parts to
the integral representation of V1{2˘itpnq gives arbitrary saving for n " p1 ` |t|q3{2`ǫ.
One of the main tools in our proof is a Voronoi type formula for GLp3q. Let h be a compactly
supported smooth function on p0,8q, and let h˜psq “ ş8
0
hpxqxs´1 dx be its Mellin transform. For
σ ą ´1`maxt´Repα1q,´Repα2q,´Repα3qu and ℓ “ 0, 1, define
γℓpsq “ π
´3s´3{2
2
3ź
i“1
Γp1`s`αi`ℓ
2
q
Γp´s´αi`ℓ
2
q .
Further set γ˘psq “ γ0psq ¯ iγ1psq and let
H˘pyq “ 1
2πi
ż
pσq
y´sγ˘psqh˜p´sq ds.
We need the following Voronoi type formula (See [8, 11]).
Lemma 3.3. Let h be a compactly supported smooth function on p0,8q. We have
8ÿ
n“1
λp1, nqepan{qqhpnq “ q
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n1|q
8ÿ
n2“1
λpn2, n1q
n1n2
Spa,˘n2; q{n1qH˘pn21n2{q3q,
where pa, qq “ 1 and aa ” 1 mod q.
Stirling approximation of γ˘psq gives γ˘pσ ` iτq ! 1` |τ |3σ`3{2. Moreover on Repsq “ ´1{2
γ˘p´1{2` iτq “ p|τ |{eπq3iτΦ˘pτq, where Φ1˘pτq ! |τ |´1. (11)
We will also use the Ramanujan bound on average which follows from the Rankin-Selberg theory.
Lemma 3.4 (Ramanujan bound on average). We haveÿÿ
n2
1
n2ďx
|λpn2, n1q|2 !π,ǫ x1`ǫ.
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4. Stationary phase analysis
We need to use stationary phase analysis for oscillatory integrals. Let I be an integral of the form
I “
ż b
a
gpxqepfpxqqdx, (12)
where f and g are real valued smooth functions on R. The fundamental estimate for integrals of the form
(12) is the rth-derivative test
I !
ˆ
V ar
ra,bs
gpxq
˙Nˆ
min
ra,bs
|f prqpxq|1{r
˙
. (13)
We will however need sharper estimates and will use the stationary phase analysis as given by Huxley [6]
to analyze I. Moreover, in the case when the stationary point lies far enough from the interval ra, bs, we
use Lemma 8.1 of Blomer, Khan and Young [3] on stationary phase analysis to show that I is arbitrarily
small. For completeness, we state the results here.
The following estimate are in terms of the parameters Θf ,Ωf and Ωg for which the derivatives satisfy
f piqpxq ! Θf
Ωif
, gpjqpxq ! 1
Ωjg
. (14)
For the second assertion of the following lemma, we also require
f2pxq " Θf
Ω2f
. (15)
Lemma 4.1. Suppose f and g are real valued smooth functions satisfying (14) for i “ 2, 3 and j “ 0, 1, 2.
Let Ωf " pb´ aq.
(1) Suppose f 1 and f2 do not vanish on the interval ra, bs. Let Λ “ minxPra,bs |f 1pxq|. Then we have
I “ gpbqepfpbqq
2πif 1pbq ´
gpaqepfpaqq
2πif 1paq `O
ˆ
Θf
Ω2fΛ
3
ˆ
1` Ωf
Ωg
` Ω
2
f
Ω2g
Λ
Θf{Ωf
˙˙
.
(2) Suppose that f 1pxq changes sign from negative to positive at x “ x0 with a ă x0 ă b. Let
κ “ mintb ´ x0, x0 ´ au. Further suppose that bound in equation (14) holds for i “ 4 and (15)
holds. Then we have the following asymptotic expansion
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
` gpbqepfpbqq
2πif 1pbq ´
gpaqepfpaqq
2πif 1paq `O
ˆ
Ω4f
Θ2fκ
3
` Ωf
Θ
3{2
f
` Ω
3
f
Θ
3{2
f Ω
2
g
˙
.
The above result is presented in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of [6]. We shall also use the following
lemma from [3] when the unique point x0 lies away from pa, bq.
Lemma 4.2. [3, Lemma 8.1] Let Θf ě 1, Ωf ,Ωg,Λ ą 0, and suppose that f and g are smooth real
valued functions on the interval ra, bs, with g supported on ra, bs. Let f and g satisfy (14) for i ě 2 and
j ě 0. Moreover, let Λ “ minxPra,bs |f 1pxq|. Then I satisfies
I !A |b´ a|rpΩfΛ{
a
Θf q´A ` pΛΩgq´As.
We shall also use the following estimates on exponential integrals in two variables. Let fpx, yq and
gpx, yq be two real valued smooth functions on the rectangle ra, bs ˆ rc, ds. We consider the exponential
integral in two variables given by ż b
a
ż d
c
gpx, yqepfpx, yqqdx dy.
Suppose there exist parameters p1, p2 ą 0 such that
B2f
B2x " p
2
1,
B2f
B2y " p
2
2,
B2fpx, yq
B2x
B2f
B2y ´
„ B2f
BxBy
2
" p21p22, (16)
for all x, y P ra, bs ˆ rc, ds. Then we have (See [18, Lemma 4])
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ż b
a
ż d
c
epfpx, yqqdxdy ! 1
p1p2
.
Further suppose that Supppgq Ă pa, bq ˆ pc, dq. The total variation of g equals
varpgq “
ż b
a
ż d
c
ˇˇˇ
ˇB2gpx, yqBxBy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dxdy.
We have the following result (see [18, Lemma 5]).
Lemma 4.3. Let f and g be as above. Let f satisfies the conditions given in equation (16). Then we
have ż b
a
ż d
c
gpx, yqepfpx, yqqdxdy ! varpgq
p1p2
,
with an absolute implied constant.
4.1. A Fourier-Mellin transform. Let U be a smooth real valued function supported on the interval
ra, bs Ă p0,8q and satisfying U pjq !a,b,j 1. Let r P R and s “ σ ` iβ P C. We consider the following
integral transform
U :pr, sq :“
ż 8
0
Upxqep´rxqxs´1dx.
We are interested in the behaviour of this integral in terms of the parameters β and r. The integral
U :pr, sq is of the form given in equation (12) with functions
gpxq “ Upxqxσ´1 and fpxq “ 1
2π
β log x´ rx.
We shall use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. [13, Lemma 5] Let U be a smooth real valued function with supppUq Ă ra, bs Ă p0,8q that
satisfies U pjqpxq !a,b,j 1. Let r P R and s “ σ ` iβ P C. We have
U :pr, sq “
?
2πep1{8q?´β
ˆ
β
2πer
˙iβ
U0
ˆ
σ,
β
2πr
˙
`Oa,b,σ
´
mint|β|´3{2, |r|´3{2u
¯
,
where U0pσ, xq :“ xσUpxq. Moreover, we have the bound
U :pr, sq “ Oa,b,σ,j
˜
min
#ˆ
1` |β|
|r|
˙j
,
ˆ
1` |r|
|β|
˙j+¸
. (17)
5. Application of circle method and dual summation formulas
In this paper, we present calculation for Hecke-Maass cusp forms, parallel to Munshi [13]. Let π be a
Hecke-Maass cusp form for GLp3q. We detect r “ n by using the circle method in Lemma 1.2 to write
SpNq “ S`pNq ` S´pNq, where
S˘pNq “
ż 1
0
ÿ ÿ‹
1ďqďQăaďq`Q
1
aq
ÿ
rě1
r´ite
ˆ˘ra
q
˙
e
ˆ¯rx
aq
˙
U
ˆ
r
N
˙ ÿ
ně1
λp1, nqe
ˆ¯na
q
˙
e
ˆ˘nx
aq
˙
V
ˆ
n
N
˙
dx.
We analyze S`pNq and observe that the same bounds follow for S´pNq. We start with an application
of dual summation formulas to the n-sum and the r-sum.
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5.1. Application of Poisson summation to the r-sum. The r-sum in above isÿ
rě1
r´ite
ˆ
ra
q
˙
e
ˆ´rx
aq
˙
U
ˆ
r
N
˙
.
Breaking the r-sum modulo q by changing variables r ÞÑ β ` rq, the above equalsÿ
rPZ
ÿ
β mod q
pβ ` rqq´ite
ˆ
βa
q
˙
e
ˆ´pβ ` rqqx
aq
˙
U
ˆ
β ` rq
N
˙
.
Applying Poisson summation to the r-sum and changing variables, the above sum transforms into
N1´it
ÿ
rPZ
δpa ” ´r mod qq
ż
R
u´ite
ˆ´Nupra´ xq
aq
˙
Upuqdu “ N1´it
ÿ
rPZ
a”´r mod q
U :
ˆ
Npra ´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
.
Repeated integration by parts to the u-integral gives arbitrary saving unless |r| ! qt1`ǫ{N . The con-
gruence condition determines a mod q. We further note than since pa, qq “ 1, the congruence forces
pr, qq “ 1. Therefore r “ 0 occurs only for q “ 1, the contribution of which is negligible. For non-zero r
to appear, we need q ą N{t1´ǫ. From now on, we assume Q ą N{t1´ǫ.
5.2. Application of Voronoi formula to the n-sum. The n-sum in S`pNq isÿ
ně1
λp1, nqe
ˆ
nr
q
˙
e
ˆ
nx
aq
˙
V
ˆ
n
N
˙
.
Application of Voronoi summation formula as given in Lemma 3.3 transforms the above sum into
q
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n1|q
8ÿ
n2“1
λpn2, n1q
n1n2
Spr,˘n2; q{n1qI˘
ˆ
n21n2
q3
,
x
aq
˙
,
where
I˘
ˆ
n21n2
q3
,
x
aq
˙
“ 1
2πi
ż
pσq
ˆ
n21n2N
q3
˙´s
γ˘psqV :pNx{aq,´sq ds.
Let s “ σ ` iτ . Using Stirling’s approximation
γ˘psq ! 1` |τ |3σ`3{2
for σ ě ´1{2. Moreover, the bound (17) of Lemma 4.4 implies
V :pNx{aq,´sq !σ,j min
"
1,
ˆ
1` |Nx{aq|
|τ |
˙j
,
ˆ
1` |τ |
|Nx{aq|
˙j*
. (18)
Shifting the line of integration to σ “M for large M and taking j “ 3M ` 3, we get arbitrary saving for
n21n2 " q3pN{aqq3tǫ{N „ N2tǫ{Q3. For the smaller values of n21n2, we move the contour to σ “ ´1{2 to
write
I˘
ˆ
n21n2
q3
,
x
aq
˙
“ 1
2π
ˆ
n21n2N
q3
˙1{2 ż
R
ˆ
n21n2N
q3
˙´iτ
γ˘p´1{2` iτqV :pNx{aq, 1{2´ iτqdτ.
Due to the bounds on V :pNx{aq, 1{2 ´ iτq, we get arbitrary saving for |τ | " Ntǫ{aq. Moreover, for
0 ď x ă aqtǫ{N , we get arbitrary saving for |τ | " t2ǫ and for aqtǫ{N ď x ď 1, we get arbitrary saving for
|τ | ă 1. These observations will be used later to effectively bound certain error terms. We smoothen the
τ -integral by introducing a partition of unity like Munshi [13]. Let J be a collection of Oplog tq many
real numbers in the interval r´Ntǫ{aq,Ntǫ{aqs, containing 0. For each J P J , we have a smooth function
WJ pxq satisfying xkW pkqJ pxq !k 1 for k ě 0. Moreover, W0pxq is supported in r´1, 1s and satisfies the
stronger bound W
pkq
0
pxq !k 1. For each J ą 0 (resp. J ă 0), WJ is supported in rJ, 4J{3s (resp.
r4J{3, Js). Finally, we require thatÿ
JPJ
WJ pxq “ 1 for x P r´Ntǫ{aq,Ntǫ{aqs.
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The precise definition of WJ is not needed. We break the q-sum into dyadic segments C ď q ă 2C with
N{t1´ǫ ď C ! Q to write
S`pNq “ N
ÿ
N{t1´ǫďC!Q
dyadic
SpN,Cq `Opt´2019q
where SpN,Cq is the following expression obtained after the above applications of dual summation for-
mulas
SpN,Cq “ N
1{2´it
2π
ÿ
˘
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
n2
1
n2!N2tǫ{Q3
λpn2, n1q
n
1{2
2
ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2
I˘pq, r, n21n2q,
I˘pq, r, n21n2q “
ż
|τ |!Ntǫ{QC
ˆ
n21n2N
q3
˙´iτ
γ˘p´1{2` iτqWJ pτqI‹‹pq, r, τqdτ,
and
I
‹‹pq, r, τq “
ż 1
0
V :pNx{aq, 1{2´ iτqU :
ˆ
Npra ´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
dx.
Next, we analyze the above integrals using stationary phase analysis.
6. Analysis of the integrals
Using Lemma 4.4, we get the asymptotic estimate
U :
ˆ
Npra´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
“
?
2πep1{8q?
t
ˆ ´taq
2πeNpra´ xq
˙´it
U0
ˆ
1,
´taq
2πNpra´ xq
˙
`Opt´3{2`ǫq.
We recall that we get arbitrary saving for 0 ă x ă aqtǫ{N and |τ | " t2ǫ. Using the above asymptotic
and the bound (18) for V :pNx{aq, 1{2´ iτq in this range, we getż aqtǫ{N
0
V :pNx{aq, 1{2´ iτqU :
ˆ
Npra´ xq
aq
, 1´ it
˙
dx !j QCt
ǫ
Nt1{2
ˆ
tǫ
1` |τ |
˙j
.
For aqtǫ{N ă x ď 1 (so that |τ | ą tǫ{2, otherwise we get arbitrary saving), we use Lemma 4.4 to write
V :
ˆ
Nx
aq
, 1{2´ iτ
˙
“
?
2πep1{8q?
τ
ˆ ´τaq
2πeNx
˙´iτ
V0
ˆ
1
2
,
´τaq
2πNx
˙
`O
ˆ
min
"ˇˇˇ
ˇNxaq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
´3{2
, |τ |´3{2
*˙
.
Therefore for an absolute constant c1,
I
‹‹pq, r, τq “ c1?
tτ
ˆ ´taq
2πeN
˙´itˆ´τaq
2πeN
˙´iτ ż 1
aqtǫ{N
pra´ xqitxiτU0
ˆ
1,
´taq
2πNpra´ xq
˙
V0
ˆ
1
2
,
´τaq
2πNx
˙
dx
`Oj
ˆ
E‹‹ ` t´3{2`ǫ ` QCt
ǫ
Nt1{2
ˆ
tǫ
1` |τ |
˙j˙
,
(19)
where
E‹‹ “ 1
t1{2
ż 1
aqtǫ{N
min
"ˇˇˇ
ˇNxaq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
´3{2
, |τ |´3{2
*
dx,
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and the main term and the error term E‹‹ occur only for |τ | ą 1. We observe that E‹‹ can be bounded
as
E‹‹ “ 1
t1{2
ż mint1,|τ |aq{Nu
aqtǫ{N
|τ |´3{2dx` 1
t1{2
ż 1
|τ |aq{N
ˆ
Nx
aq
˙´3{2
δp|τ |aq{N ă 1qdx
! 1
t1{2|τ |3{2 min
"
1,
|τ |aq
N
*
` 1
t1{2|τ |1{2
aq
N
δp|τ |aq{N ă 1q ! 1
t1{2|τ |3{2 min
"
1,
|τ |aq
N
*
.
6.1. Analysis of the x-integral. To analyze the integral in (19), we set I “ ş1
aqtǫ{N epfpxqqgpxqdx with
fpxq “ t logpra´ xq
2π
` τ log x
2π
,
gpxq “ U0
ˆ
1,
´taq
2πNpra´ xq
˙
V0
ˆ
1
2
,
´τaq
2πNx
˙
.
Due to the bounds xjU pjqpxq !j 1 and xjV pjqpxq !j 1, and the definitions of U0 and V0 as given in
Lemma 4.4, we have
gpjqpxq !j 1.
Since supp V :p1{2, xq Ă r1, 2s, the support of gpxq lies inside r´τaq{4πN,´τaq{2πN s. This lies inside
raqtǫ{N, 1s for ´τ P r4πtǫ, 2πN{aqs, while gpxq “ 0 for x P raqtǫ{N, 1s and ´τ ě 4πN{aq. For ´τ ă 4πtǫ,
we use the second derivative test (13). For ´τ P r2πN{aq, 4πN{aqs, we need to be a little more careful
in the analysis of integrals since the rth derivative test (13) is not sufficient. For j ě 1,
2πf pjqpxq “ ´tpj ´ 1q!pra´ xqj `
τp´1qj´1pj ´ 1q!
xj
.
In the support of the integral, x´ ra „ taq{2πN and x „ ´τaq{2πN , where a „ b means k1 ă a{b ă k2
for some constants k1, k2 ą 0. Since Q ą N{t1´ǫ, we have
f pjqpxq „j ´τ
ˆ
N
τaq
˙j
for j ě 2 (20)
where a „j b means that the constants k1, k2 depend on j. Therefore |f2pxq| „ ´τpN{τQCq2. The point
x0 where f
1px0q “ 0 is called a stationary point. We have
x0 “ raτ
τ ` t .
We recall that due to (18), we have I “ Opt´20200q for x ą aqtǫ{N and |τ | ă tǫ{2. For ´τ P rtǫ{2, 4πtǫs,
we apply the second derivative bound (13) and the estimate (20) for j “ 2 along with the observation
that V arxPraqtǫ{N,1s gpxq ! tǫ to bound
I ! QCt
ǫ
N
. (21)
For larger |τ |, we start by writing the Taylor expansion of f 1pxq around x “ x0,
f 1pxq “ px´ x0qf2px0q `O
ˆ
px ´ x0q2τ
ˆ
N
τQC
˙3˙
. (22)
The error term follows from the estimate (20) for j ě 3.
We now analyze the case ´τ P r4πtǫ, 2πN{aqs, for which gpaqtǫ{Nq “ gp1q “ 0. We can therefore
change the limits of the integral I to write
I “
ż ´τaq{2πN
´τaq{4πN
gpxqepfpxqqdx.
In case x0 lies inside the interval r´τaq{4πN,´τaq{2πN s, one can expand the interval of integration to
r´τaq{8πN,´τaq{πN s without changing I. Then κ “ mintx0 ` τaq{8πN,´τaq{πN ´ x0u " |τ |QC{N .
Applying the second statement of Lemma 4.1 with
Θf “ |τ |, Ωf “ |τ |QC{N, κ “ |τ |QC{N, Ωg “ 1,
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so that the hypothesis Ωf " pb´ aq of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied, we obtain
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
`O
ˆ
QC
|τ |1{2N
˙
. (23)
In case x0 does not lie inside the interval I “ r´τaq{4πN,´τaq{2πN s, (22) implies
Λ “ min
xPI
|f 1pxq| „ min |x´ x0|N2{|τ |Q2C2.
In the case minxPI |x ´ x0| ą tǫ
a|τ |QC{N , we use the above estimate for minxPI |f 1pxq| and apply
Lemma 4.2 to obtain I “ Opt´20200q. While in the case minxPI |x ´ x0| ă tǫ
a|τ |QC{N , we expand the
interval I to r´τaq{8πN,´τaq{πN s without changing I, so that x0 now lies in the expanded interval
with κ " |τ |QC{N . The analysis now is the same as in the previous case. Putting together the estimates
(21) and (23), we obtain that for 1 ď |τ | ď 2πN{aq,
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
`O
ˆ
QC
|τ |1{2N
˙
. (24)
Next we analyze the case´τ P r2πN{aq, 4πN{aqs. We start by observing that in this case, gpaqtǫ{Nq “
0 but gp1q ‰ 0. We will therefore have to divide our analysis depending on the size of f 1p1q. In view of
(22), this translates to the size of |x ´ x0|. Let κ :“ x0 ´ 1 (so that x0 is outside raqtǫ{N, 1s if κ ą 0).
Since x0 “ raτ{pt` τq and ra „ ´taq{N (due to the support of U0p1, xq being in x P r1{2, 5{2s), we have
x0 „ ´aqτ{N . Therefore |x0 ´ aqtǫ{N | " 1.
We observe that x0 “ raτ{pt` τq implies τ “ x0t{pra´ x0q. In particular, x0 “ 1 for τ0 :“ t{pra´ 1q.
Since x0 “ 1` κ by definition,
τ “ p1 ` κqt
ra´ p1` κq “
p1` κqt
ra´ 1 `O
ˆ p1 ` κqtκ
pra ´ 1q2
˙
“ τ0 ` τ0κ
ˆ
1`O
ˆ
N
tQC
˙˙
. (25)
Let κ0 :“ tǫ
a
QC{N . If |κ| ă κ0, we apply the second derivative bound (13) and the estimate (20) for
j “ 2 along with the observation that V arxPraqtǫ{N,1s gpxq ! tǫ to obtain
I ! QC
a
|τ |tǫ
N
.
Since |τ | „ N{QC, gpxq ! 1 and f2pxq „ N2{Q2C2|τ | in the support of gpxq, the above bound can be
replaced by
I ! gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
` tǫ
c
QC
N
. (26)
Next, if κ ą κ0 (so that x0 ą 1`κ0 and therefore does not lie in I “ raqtǫ{N, 1s), we have minxPI |f 1pxq| “
Nκ{QC in view of (22). Applying the first statement of Lemma 4.1 with
Λ “ Nκ
QC
, Θf “ N
QC
, Ωf “ Ωg “ 1,
along with the observations κ ą κ0 “ tǫ
a
QC{N and |f 1p1q| " Nκ{QC, we obtain
I ! QC
Nκ
. (27)
Finally, when κ ă ´κ0 (so that x0 lies inside I “ raqtǫ{N, 1s), we apply the second statement of Lemma
4.1 with Θf “ N{QC, Ωf “ Ωg “ 1, and use |κ| ą tǫ
a
QC{N and |f 1p1q| " Nκ{QC to obtain
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
`O
ˆ
QC
N |κ|
˙
. (28)
Putting together (26), (27) and (28), we obtain that for ´τ P r2πN{aq, 4πN{aqs,
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
`O
ˆ
min
"
QC
N |κ| , κ0
*˙
. (29)
In view of the change of variable (25), the estimate N{tQC “ op1q and τ0 „ N{QC, we can replace the
above error term by Opmint|τ ´ τ0|´1, κ0uq.
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Putting together the estimates (24) and (29), we obtain that for 1 ď |τ | ! Ntǫ{QC,
I “ gpx0qepfpx0q ` 1{8qa
f2px0q
`O
ˆ
QC
|τ |1{2N ` δp|τ | „ N{QCqmint|τ ´ τ0|
´1, κ0u
˙
.
Explicit computations show that
2πfpx0q “ t logpt{τq ` pt` τq log
ˆ
raτ
t` τ
˙
2πf2px0q “ pt` τq
3
tτr2a2
, and
gpx0q “ U0
ˆ
1,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
V0
ˆ
1
2
,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
“ V0
ˆ
3
2
,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
.
We recall that UpxqV pxq “ V pxq, therefore U0pr1, xqV0pr2, xq “ V0pr1 ` r2, xq. The above calculations
therefore show that the expression in (19) is asymptotic to
c2
ra
pt` τq3{2
ˆ´pt` τqq
2πeNr
˙´ipt`τq
V0
ˆ
3
2
,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
,
for come constant c2. We collect these calculations in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Let N{t1´ǫ ă Q. Then
I
‹‹pq, r, τq “ I1pq, r, τq ` I2pq, r, τq
with,
I1pq, r, τq “ c2 rapt` τq3{2
ˆ´pt` τqq
2πeNr
˙´ipt`τq
V0
ˆ
3
2
,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
,
and I2pq, r, τq “ OpBpC, τqq where
BpC, τq “ QC
Nt1{2
ˆ
tǫ
1` |τ |
˙10
` t´3{2`ǫ `
ˆ
E‹‹ ` QC
t1{2|τ |N
˙
δp|τ | ą 1q
` δp|τ | „ N{QCq 1
t1{2|τ |1{2 mint|τ ´ τ0|
´1, κ0u.
We observe that since N{t1´ǫ ă Q ă N1{2,ż
|τ |!Ntǫ{QC
BpC, τq ! tǫ
a
QC{Nt. (30)
Remark 6.2. We observe that I1pq, r, τq ! QCtǫ{Nt1{2. This is slightly better than the corresponding
trivial bound of 1{t1{2K obtained by Munshi in Lemma 8 of [13]. This comparison is made by substituting
Q “ pN{Kq1{2. This will finally help us to improve upon Munshi’s bound.
Using Lemma 6.1, we have the following decomposition of SpN,Cq.
Lemma 6.3.
SpN,Cq “
ÿ
JPJ
S1,JpN,Cq ` S2,J pN,Cq
where
Sℓ,JpN,Cq “ N
1{2´it
2π
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n2
1
n2!N2tǫ{Q3
λpn2, n1q
n
1{2
2
ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2
Iℓ,J,˘pq, r, n21n2q
and
Iℓ,J,˘pq, r, nq “
ż
R
ˆ
nN
q3
˙´iτ
γ˘p´1{2` iτqIℓpq, r, τqWJ pτqdτ,
where Iℓpq, r, τq is defined in Lemma 6.1.
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7. Cauchy-Schwarz and Poisson summation- First Application
In this section, we analyze
S2pN,Cq :“
ÿ
JPJ
S2,JpN,Cq.
Breaking the n-sum into dyadic segments of length L
S2pN,Cq ! tǫN1{2
ż
|τ |ăNt
ǫ
QC
ÿ
˘
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
ÿ
n1,n2
|λpn2, n1q|
n
1{2
2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2´3iτ
I2pq, r, τq
ˇˇˇ
ˇdτ.
Next we apply Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with the n1, n2-sums outside and apply the Ramanujan
bound on average (Lemma 3.4) to write
S2pN,Cq ! tǫN1{2
ż
|τ |ăNt
ǫ
QC
ÿ
˘
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
L1{2rS2,˘pN,C,L, τqs1{2dτ, (31)
where
S2,˘pN,C,L, τq “
ÿ
n1,n2
1
n2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2´3iτ
I2pq, r, τq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
.
The analysis of S2,´pN,C,L, τq is similar to that of S2,`pN,C,L, τq, so we consider only
S2,`pN,C,L, τq. Opening the absolute value squared the expression of S2,`pN,C,L, τq isÿ
n1ď2C
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!q1t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!q2t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
1
a1a2q
3{2´3iτ
1
q
3{2`3iτ
2
I2pq1, r1, τqI2pq2, r2, τqT (32)
where we temporarily set T to include the n2-sum
T “
ÿ
n2
1
n2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙
Spr1, n2; q1{n1qSpr2, n2; q2{n1q.
Let qˆ1 “ q1{n1 and qˆ2 “ q2{n1. Breaking the n2-sum modulo qˆ1qˆ2 and applying Poisson summation
formula as Munshi does, T transforms into
T “ n
2
1
q1q2
ÿ
n2PZ
CU :pn2L{q1q2, 0q,
where C is the sum
C “
ÿ
β mod qˆ1 qˆ2
Spr1, β; q1{n1qSpr2, β; q2{n1qepβn2{qˆ1qˆ2q. (33)
Bounds on U :pn2L{q1q2, 0q give arbitrary saving for |n2| " C2tǫ{L. Recalling that a is of size Q, the
expression of S2,`pN,C,L, τq in (32) is bounded by
BpC, τq2
Q2C5
ÿ
n1ď2C
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!q1t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!q2t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
n21
ÿ
|n2|!C2tǫ{L
|C| `Opt´2019q.
We use Lemma 13 of [13] to bound the character sum C. For completeness, we state it here.
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Lemma 7.1. We have
C ! qˆ1qˆ2pqˆ1, qˆ2, n2q.
Moreover for n2 “ 0, we get that C “ 0 unless qˆ1 “ qˆ2, in which case
C ! qˆ21pqˆ1, r1 ´ r2q.
7.1. Diagonal contribution. We first consider the contribution of n2 “ 0, which we denote by
S52,`pN,C,L, τq. Using the second statement of Lemma 7.1
S52,`pN,C,L, τq !
BpC, τq2
Q2C5
ÿ
n1ď2C
"
C5t
n2
1
N
` C
5t2
n1N2
*
,
where the first term is the contribution from terms with r1 “ r2 and the second term is the contribution
from r1 ‰ r2. Since we will choose N ą t1`ǫ, the first term dominates and we get
S52,`pN,C,L, τq !
t1`ǫ
NQ2
BpC, τq2. (34)
7.2. Off-diagonal contribution. We now bound the contribution of terms with n2 ‰ 0, which we
denote by S7
2,`pN,C,L, τq. Using the first statement of Lemma 7.1,
S
7
2,`pN,C,L, τq !
BpC, τq2
Q2C3
ÿ
n1ď2C
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!q1t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!q2t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
n21
ÿ
1ď|n2|!C2tǫ{L
pq1, n2q
! t
2`ǫC3
Q2N2L
BpC, τq2 .
(35)
7.3. Estimating S2pN,Cq. Using the bounds (34) and (35) in (31),
S2pN,Cq ! tǫN1{2
ż
|τ |ăNt
ǫ
QC
BpC, τq
ÿ
˘
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
"
L1{2t1{2
N1{2Q
` tC
3{2
NQ
*
dτ.
Using the estimate (30) in above
S2pN,Cq ! tǫQ1{2C1{2
"
N1{2
Q5{2
` t
1{2C3{2
NQ
*
.
Multiplying by N and summing over C ! Q dyadically, the contribution of S2pN,Cq towards S`pNq is
tǫNQ
"
N1{2
Q5{2
` t
1{2Q1{2
N
*
. (36)
8. Cauchy-Schwarz and Poisson Summation- Second application
We now analyze the sum S1,JpN,Cq. We need to get further cancellations in the τ -integral to get a
subconvexity bound. For notational simplicity, we consider only the positive J with J " tǫ. The same
analysis holds for negative values of J with ´J " tǫ. For |J | ! tǫ, the analysis is done as before since we
do not need to get cancellation in the τ -integral. We recall that
S1,JpN,Cq “ N
1{2´it
2π
ÿ
˘
ÿ
n2
1
n2!N2tǫ{Q3
λpn2, n1q
n
1{2
2
ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2
I1,˘,Jpq, r, n21n2q
where
I1,˘,Jpq, r, nq “
ż
R
ˆ
n21n2N
q3
˙´iτ
γ˘p´1{2` iτqI1pq, r, τqWJ pτqdτ.
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Taking absolute values while keeping the τ -integral inside,
S1,JpN,Cq !tǫN1{2
ÿ
˘
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
ÿ
n1,n2
|λpn2, n1q|
n
1{2
2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙
ˆ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
R
pn21n2Nq´iτγ˘p´1{2` iτq
ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr,˘n2; q{n1q
aq3{2´3iτ
I1pq, r, τqWJ pτqdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality by pulling the n1, n2-sums outside along with the Ramanujan bound
on average (Lemma 3.4),
S1,JpN,Cq ! tǫN1{2
ÿ
˘
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
L1{2rS1,˘,JpN,C,Lqs1{2 (37)
where
S1,˘,JpN,C,Lq “
ÿ
n1,n2
1
n2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
R
pn21n2Nq´iτγ˘p´1{2` iτq
ˆ
ÿÿ
Căqď2C,pr,qq“1
1ď|r|!qt1`ǫ{N
n1|q
Spr, n2; q{n1q
aq3{2´3iτ
I1pq, r, τqWJ pτqdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
.
Like earlier, we consider only S1,`,JpN,C,Lq. Opening absolute value squared,
S1,`,JpN,C,Lq “
ÿ
n1ď2C
ż ż
R2
pn21Nqipτ2´τ1qγ`p´1{2` iτ1qγ`p´1{2` iτ2qWJ pτ1qWJ pτ2q
ˆ
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!Ct
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!Ct
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
1
a1a2q
3{2´3iτ1
1
q
3{2`3iτ2
2
I1pq1, r1, τ1qI1pq2, r2, τ2q T dτ1 dτ2,
where we temporarily set
T “
ÿ
n2PZ
1
n
1`ipτ1´τ2q
2
U
ˆ
n21n2
L
˙
Spr1, n2; q1{n1qSpr2, n2; q2{n1q.
Like before, breaking the n2-sum mod q1q2{n21 and applying Poisson summation to it
T “ n
2
1
q1q2
ˆ
L
n2
1
˙ipτ2´τ1q ÿ
n2PZ
C U :pn2L{q1q2, ipτ2 ´ τ1qq.
Here C is the character sum as given in (33). Since |τi| ! Ntǫ{CQ, U : gives arbitrary saving for
|n2| " NCtǫ{QL. Recalling that a „ Q, S1,`,JpN,C,Lq is bounded by
tǫ
Q2C5
ÿ
n1ď2C
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!q1t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!q2t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
n21
ÿ
|n2|!NCtǫ{QL
|C| |K| `Opt´2019q, (38)
where
K “
ż ż
R2
γ`p´1{2` iτ1qγ`p´1{2` iτ2qWJ pτ1qWJ pτ2q pLNq
ipτ2´τ1q
q´3iτ1
1
q3iτ2
2
ˆ I1pq1, r1, τ1qI1pq2, r2, τ2qU :pn2L{q1q2, ipτ2 ´ τ1qq dτ1 dτ2.
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8.1. Analysis of the integral K. Using the expression for I1pq, r, τq as given in Lemma 6.1
K “|c2|2 r1r2a1a2
t2
ż ż
R2
γ`p´1{2` iτ1qγ`p´1{2` iτ2qWJ pq1, r1, τ1qWJ pq2, r2, τ2q pLNq
ipτ2´τ1q
q´3iτ1
1
q3iτ2
2
ˆ
ˆ´pt` τ1qq1
2πeNr1
˙´ipt`τ1qˆ´pt` τ2qq2
2πeNr2
˙ipt`τ2q
U :pn2L{q1q2, ipτ2 ´ τ1qq dτ1 dτ2,
where
WJ pq, r, τq “ tpt` τq3{2WJ pτqV0
ˆ
3
2
,
´qpt` τq
2πNr
˙
.
Since |τ | ! t1´ǫ,
B
Bτ WJpq, r, τq !
1
t1{2|τ | .
When n2 “ 0, the bounds on U :p0, ipτ2´ τ1qq gives arbitrary saving if |τ2´ τ1| " tǫ. Recalling ai „ Q,
|ri| ! Ct1`ǫ{N and |τi| ! Ntǫ{QC, the bound on K in this case is
K ! QC
Nt
tǫ.
Next, we estimate K when n2 ‰ 0. Applying [13, Lemma 5]
U :
ˆ
n2L
q1q2
, ipτ2 ´ τ1q
˙
“ c3pτ2 ´ τ1q1{2U
ˆpτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πn2L
˙ˆ pτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πen2L
˙ipτ2´τ1q
`O
ˆ
min
"
1
|τ2 ´ τ1|3{2 ,
C3
p|n2|Lq3{2
*˙
,
for some constant c3 (which depends on the signs of n2 and pτ2 ´ τ1q). The contribution of this error
term towards K is
O
ˆ
tǫ
Q2C2
N2t
ż ż
rJ,4J{3s
min
"
1
|τ2 ´ τ1|3{2 ,
C3
p|n2|Lq3{2
*
dτ1dτ2
˙
.
Since |τi| „ J ! Ntǫ{QC, the above is bounded by
tǫ
Q2C2
N2t
C
p|n2|Lq1{2 J !
QC2
Nt
tǫ
p|n2|Lq1{2 .
We therefore set
B‹pC, 0q “ QCt
ǫ
Nt
, and B‹pC, n2q “ QC
2tǫ
Nt
1
p|n2|Lq1{2 pfor n2 ‰ 0q. (39)
Finally we analyze the main term contribution towards K and proceed exactly as Munshi [13] does.
By Fourier inversionˆ pτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πn2L
˙´1{2
U
ˆ pτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πn2L
˙
“
ż
R
U :py, 1{2qe
ˆpτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πn2L
y
˙
dy.
Using the above and the Stirling approximation (11) for γ`psq
K “ c4 r1r2a1a2
t2
ˆ
q1q2
|n2|L
˙1{2 ż
R
U :py, 1{2q
ż ż
R2
gpτ1, τ2qepfpτ1, τ2qq dτ1 dτ2 dy `OpB‹pC, n2qq, (40)
where
2πfpτ1, τ2q “3τ1 logp|τ1|{eπq ´ 3τ2 logp|τ2|{eπq ´ pτ1 ´ τ2q logLN ` 3τ1 log q1 ´ 3τ2 log q2
´ pt` τ1q log
ˆ´pt` τ1qq1
2πeNr1
˙
` pt` τ2q log
ˆ´pt` τ2qq2
2πeNr2
˙
´ pτ1 ´ τ2q log
ˆ pτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
2πen2L
˙
` pτ2 ´ τ1qq1q2
n2L
y,
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and
gpτ1, τ2q “ Φ`pτ1qΦ`pτ2qWJ pq1, r1, τ1qWJ pq2, r2, τ2q.
Then
2π
B2
B2τ1 fpτ1, τ2q “
3
τ1
´ 1
t` τ1 `
1
τ2 ´ τ1 , 2π
B2
B2τ2 fpτ1, τ2q “
´3
τ2
` 1
t` τ2 `
1
τ2 ´ τ1 ,
2π
B2
Bτ1Bτ2 fpτ1, τ2q “
1
τ1 ´ τ2 .
Therefore
4π2
„ B2
B2τ1 fpτ1, τ2q
B2
B2τ2 fpτ1, τ2q ´
ˆ B2
Bτ1Bτ2 fpτ1, τ2q
˙2
“ ´6
τ1τ2
`Optǫ{Jtq.
We notice that B2f{B2τ1 “ 0 for τ2 “ p2t ´ 3τ1qτ1{p3t ´ 4τ1q, and is therefore small when τ1 “
p2{3 ` op1qqτ2. We however recall that τi P rJ, 4J{3s (since WJ is supported there) and rJ, 4J{3s X
r2J{3, 8J{9s “ H. Therefore B2f{B2τ1 " 1{|τi|. The same argument justifies why B2f{B2τ2 " 1{|τi|.
Therefore the conditions of Lemma 4.3 hold for above with p1 “ p2 “ 1{J1{2. Since Φ1`pτq ! |τ |´1 and
W 1J pq, r, τq ! t´1{2|τ |´1 (the derivative with respect to τ), the total variation of gpτ1, τ2q is bounded as
varpgq ! t´1`ǫ. By applying Lemma 4.3, the τ1, τ2-integral is bounded by OpJt´1`ǫq. Therefore the
contribution of the leading term of (40) towards K is bounded by
O
ˆ
Q2C2
N2
C
p|n2|Lq1{2
Ntǫ
QCt
˙
“ OpB‹pC, n2qq,
where we have used J ! Ntǫ{QC. After this analysis, we bound the expression of S1,`,JpN,C,Lq as
given in (38).
8.2. Diagonal contribution. We first consider the contribution of n2 “ 0, which we denote by
S5
1,`,jpN,C,Lq. Using the second statement of Lemma 7.1 and the bound of B‹pC, 0q as given in (39)
S51,`,JpN,C,Lq !
1
Q2C5
QCtǫ
Nt
ÿ
n1ď2C
"
C5t
n2
1
N
` C
5t2
n1N2
*
,
where the first term is the contribution from terms with r1 “ r2 and the second term is the contribution
from r1 ‰ r2. Since we will choose N ą t, the first term dominates and we get
S51,`,jpN,C,Lq !
Ctǫ
N2Q
. (41)
Remark 8.1. The diagonal contribution as given in (41) improves over Munshi’s corresponding estimate
in [13, Section 6.2]. Munshi estimates, S51,`,jpN,C,Lq ! tǫ{N3{2K1{2C where K “ N{Q2. Therefore,
S5
1,`,jpN,C,Lq ! Qtǫ{N2C with N{t1´ǫ ă C ă Q. Therefore Munshi obtains
S51,`,jpN,C,Lq !
Qt1`ǫ
N3
.
This bound is worse than the bound we obtain
S51,`,jpN,C,Lq !
Ctǫ
N2Q
! t
ǫ
N2
.
This improvement helps us to improve upon the subconvex estimate of Munshi [13].
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8.3. Off-diagonal contribution. We now bound the contribution of terms with n2 ‰ 0, which we
denote by S7
1,`,jpN,C,Lq. Using the first statement of Lemma 7.1 and the bound on B‹pC, n2q as given
in (39)
S
7
1,`,jpN,C,Lq !
tǫ
Q2C3
ÿ
n1ď2C
ÿÿ
Căq1ď2C,pr1,q1q“1
1ď|r1|!q1t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q1
ÿÿ
Căq2ď2C,pr2,q2q“1
1ď|r2|!q2t
1`ǫ{N
n1|q2
n21
ÿ
1ď|n2|!CNtǫ{QL
pq, n2qB‹pC, n2q
! C
7{2t1`ǫ
Q3{2N5{2L
! C
2t1`ǫ
N5{2L
.
(42)
8.4. Estimating S1,JpN,Cq. Using the bounds (41) and (42) in (37)
S1,`,JpN,Cq ! tǫN1{2
ÿ
1ďL!N2tǫ{Q3
dyadic
ˆ
L1{2C1{2
Q1{2N
` Ct
1{2
N5{4
˙
! tǫN1{2
ˆ
C1{2
Q2
` Ct
1{2
N5{4
˙
.
Multiplying by N and summing dyadically over J P J and 1 ď C ď Q, the contribution of the above
expression towards S`pNq is
N3{2tǫ
Q3{2
`QN1{4t1{2`ǫ. (43)
We notice that the respective diagonal and off-diagonal estimates in the main term (43) are equal to
or bigger than those of the error term (36) if Q ă N1{2. Under this assumption
SpNq ! N
3{2tǫ
Q3{2
`QN1{4t1{2`ǫ.
The optimum choice of Q is therefore Q “ N1{2{t1{5. Thus the condition Q ă N1{2 is satisfied. Finally,
we observe that the condition N{t ă Q is the same as N{t ă N1{2{t1{5, which is always satisfied since
N ă t3{2`ǫ. Thus we get the final bound of SpNq ! N3{4t3{10`ǫ, which proves Proposition 1.3.
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